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bastard?

Hearing these extremely harsh words, Lin Fan’s face instantly became

gloomy.

He didn’t even think of reunion with the Song family, but it was

accompanied by humiliation and contempt at the beginning.

“What is your look, am I wrong? Aren’t you just a wild species?”

Song Jingteng said with a look of contempt:

“Why, after being abandoned by the Lin family, I want to come to

court our Song family again? Stop dreaming!”

“Song Yao, that shameless slut, who refuses to kill your wild species

before getting pregnant before getting married, and loses the face of

our Song family. It’s a sin worthy of death!”

boom!

Lin Fan was completely angry, and a terrifying murderous intent

suddenly appeared in his eyes.

Then he kicked angrily and kicked out in anger.

boom!

Song Jingteng flew straight out, then hit the ground heavily, vomiting

blood on the spot.

Lin Fan showed a fierce gleam, staring at each other firmly:

“What kind of thing do you dare to insult my mother!”

This is his inverse scale, it must be killed if it touches it!

No one can humiliate the mother who died to save him in front of

him.

“Lin Fan don’t!”

Bai Yi hurriedly grabbed Lin Fan’s hand, not wanting him to come to

the door for the first time, so he would have sex with the Song family.

But she didn’t know that if Lin Fan was merciful, the kick just now was

enough to kill Song Jingteng.

“You…you dare to hit me? You wild breed dare to hit me?”

Song Jingteng was furious, and in the entire old town, no one had ever

dared to beat him.

“You wait, I want you to die!”

Song Jingteng roared, his eyes full of resentment, and he planned to

ask people to clean up Lin Fan.

But at this moment, a group of young masters came over from outside.

“Brother Song, what’s the matter?”

Song Jingteng said furiously:

“This is Song Yaosheng’s wild species. He even dared to beat me. You

will take care of him for me. I am busy now, so I don’t have time to

take care of him.”

“Brother Song, don’t worry, this kid falls into our hands, and we must

make him die.”

A little fat man walked out, and then stared at Lin Fan maliciously:

“Boy, it’s in the hands of my Mao Xiaobao, you’re unlucky! If you keep

stretching your legs today, don’t even want to leave alive!”

At this time, Song Jingteng also stared at Lin Fan fiercely, and then

looked at Bai Yi next to him with a lustful smile:

“Broken legs are not enough, I want him to die!”

“Leave this beautiful girl to me, I want to play with her!”

Song Jingteng said with a vicious look, he had never seen such a

beautiful woman.

What a pity not to play!

Then Song Jingteng left, rushing to find a famous chef, but didn’t dare

to neglect the genius doctor Lin.

After that, several brothers encircled Lin Fan unkindly.

They all smiled and said:

“Boy, you should know that we won’t let you off easily, right?”

But Lin Fan glanced at them in disgust, and said coldly:

“If you don’t want to die, just get out of here!”

“Fuck, are you talking to Lao Tzu?”

Mao Xiaobao widened his eyes and looked at Lin Fan extremely

annoyed.

This dog, seeing so many people, dare to be so arrogant?

“Brothers, tie this kid up to me, drag it to a place where there is no

one, and slowly concoct it.”

The elder brothers suddenly screamed and took out a few sticks from

their trunk, and then said with a smirk:

“Boy, do you go with us by yourself, or do we kill you and drag you

away?”

Looks like eating Lin Fan.

“Okay, I’ll go with you.”

Lin Fan smiled. Since the other party insists on seeking death, he has

no reason to refuse, right?

After that, Lin Fan and Bai Yi simply got on their car.

This scene made Mao Xiaobao and the others directly stunned. Did

this kid accept his fate?

There is no even the most basic resistance, so you will be caught?

Then, they laughed loudly. That’s okay, it saves trouble, and when they

arrive, they just dig a hole and bury Lin Fan.
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